16. Manager: “Time for lunch … oh, _____, did you mail that letter yet?”
   (A) for one thing  (B) all the times  (C) by the way  (D) to sum up

17. The fire could destroy any living thing _____ a forest fire burns down trees.
   (A) as easy as  (B) as easing as  (C) as easy as  (D) as easily as.

18. _______ the gentleman pulled the boy over in time, the boy might have been run over.
   (A) But for  (B) Without  (C) But that  (D) In case

19. If he _____ me, I could not succeed.
   (A) helped  (B) didn’t help  (C) had helped  (D) hadn’t helped

20. When I concentrate my attention on the problem, I’m not accustomed _____ interrupted.
   (A) to be  (B) to being  (C) being  (D) for being

※填空題(請閱讀下面的文章，並為空格選擇填正確的單詞)

Some students can get good grades while ____21____ don’t. Do you know what ____22____ the difference? In my opinion, a student’s study habit is very important. If you can _____23____ your time, you may score high in your exam. Besides, you had better be enthusiastic
   _______ everything you study. Before the teacher teaches a lesson, it is better to preview it _____25____. In class, you have to _____26____ what the teacher is saying and take notes. It is also important to find a quiet place to study. Don’t study with your radio or television
   _____27____, for this will distract your attention. Don’t study just for exams. _____28____ regularly, and it will help you learn things better and remember them longer. We can say that your grades will be _____29____ your efforts and your study habit. Try to develop a good study habit _____30____.

21. (A) the others  (B) another  (C) others  (D) someone

22. (A) does  (B) takes  (C) makes  (D) has

23. (A) keep guard at  (B) get rid of  (C) lose track of  (D) take advantage of

24. (A) with  (B) to  (C) from  (D) about

25. (A) in advance  (B) in vain  (C) on purpose  (D) by chance

26. (A) devote to  (B) take charge of  (C) watch out for  (D) concentrate on

27. (A) off  (B) down  (C) on  (D) in

28. (A) Study  (B) To study  (C) Studying  (D) Studied

29. (A) according as  (B) led to  (C) resulted in  (D) in proportion to
30. (C) as earlier as you could (B) as quick as you can
(A) as possibly as you can (D) as hard as possible